The phenomenon of image and Image Category has recently gained popularity. This interest is due to the intensification of research in the area of “Human Cognition”, especially the cognitive ways of processing/perceiving information. Image belongs to the sphere of the so-called Immaterial Resources, which play a crucial role in the functioning of an object in its environment. This is reflected by several psychologic features, e.g. by the so-called “Priming”. The validity of Immaterial Resources rises, and this is a reason why new science disciplines such as “Imagology” and “Image making research” have already been included into programs of several universities.

The conference aims to provide specialists with the opportunity to present their research and exchange ideas as well as to support group discussions on the topic of Imagology from different points of view: from the Communication Theory perspective, from that of Social Psychology, of Cultural Anthropology, of Text and Discourse Linguistics, of Literature studies (incl Cognition of Poetry), of Culture Linguistics etc. Here we provide an open list of current issues as a proposal for your presentations and discussions:

- status, object and functions of image in culture studies and in the theory of communication
- the object of image in social communication science
- image as issue an of human and social sciences
- image as an element of cultural programming
- tools for creating an Image in the literature and in the mass media
- image in marketing communication, in particular in the promotion area and in public relations
- phenomenology, anthropology and sociology of image; iconization of the semiosphere; visualization of public communication
- image – presentation – stereotype – reputation – prestige – group concept
- psychological (cognition) aspects of image
- tools for creation and areas of cultivation of negative campaigning
- imagology and Image making research as new human scientific disciplines
- image analysis
- image as a text content element and as a result of content analysis
- discourses about and around Images: functions, features, classification, methods of analyzing etc.
- image in different cultural groups; culture-oriented marking of images
- social and cultural impacts of an image
- axiological aspects of imagology

Conference fees are covered by the participants. Fees for the Conference participation is 490 Zloty (= 120 Euro). It includes the cost of: lunches and coffee-brakes on 26-28.06.2019, banquet, reception, conference materials, and publication fees.

The conference will take place in the Polish town Olsztyn, in the campus of the University of Warmia and Mazury named „Kortowo“. This is the largest and the most beautiful campus in Poland. Besides University buildings, there are a large library, two lakes, a forest park, a football stadium, a swimming pool, a stable and a field for horseback riding, shops, clubs etc. You have the option to book a living room on the campus terrain.
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